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Abstract: In recent years, many cities have suffered from a shortage of drinking water, mainly due to
population growth. Hence, the desire to curb undue water consumption through the identification
of the main factors affecting consumer behavior has become very important in managing drinking
water supplies. Modifying the consumption pattern means institutionalizing of a sustainable culture
in water consumption among consumers and the identification of the main criteria affecting their
behavior. In 2018, a survey was applied to examine the role of mass media advertising in modifying
the water consumption pattern in Iran. An integration of fuzzy AHP and fuzzy VIKOR was proposed
based on group decision making, and fuzzy trapezoidal sets used to model linguistic variables and
to deal with uncertainty in opinions. We devised and conducted a questionnaire with 24 main
criteria and 8 sub-criteria to measure the impact of advertising on water consumption. The case
study population in this study included all urban households over 15 cities of Iran. A total of
5630 questionnaires were distributed among the various populations with cluster method. Then,
by analyzing the results, advertisements using animation had the highest impact on consumer
behavior, among the available alternatives, and could play a significant role in modifying the water
consumption pattern. Additionally, a fuzzy evaluation technique is performed to validate the result
of the applied method. Subsequently, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to validate the stability of
the final ranking. Finally, the prioritization results of the types of advertising by the proposed method
were compared with the results of the fuzzy AHP method.

Keywords: consumption pattern modification; mass media; AHP; VIKOR; group decision making;
trapezoidal fuzzy set
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1. Introduction

The freshwater shortage is a global issue, and most countries all over the world are approaching
the water scarcity problem and related difficulties [1–8]. Urban water supply is one of the most
sensitive and important types of water uses because of health problems and basic human needs for
water, and the probability of social tensions [9–11].

However, the amount of urban water use depends on several factors such as patterns and
habits of water use by the population, etc. During the last century, due to the rapid growth of
population, economic development, agricultural growth, increasing awareness of the imminent
changes in the regional climate, especially for developing countries in the Middle East, that changing
water consumption patterns are needed [12,13]. Furthermore, in urban areas, especially in arid and
semi-arid regions, access to sustainable water resources is critical. Therefore, determining the factors
that affect the water consumption behavior is very important in water resources management [11]. Iran
is also located in an arid and semi-arid climate with annual average precipitation of 250 mm [11,14].
However, according to the Statistical Centre of Iran (SCI), Iran’s population has increased six fold over
the past century, and only in the period of 2006 to 2011, about 9.5 million people have been added to
the population. As a result, increasing domestic and sanitary water consumption and the emergence
of new water demands to improve living standards of people have led to an accelerated increase in the
cost of water supplies needed. Therefore, due to different climatic and geographical conditions of the
region and the increasing demands of water, to make a balance between the water supply and demand,
it is necessary to present an integrated management model to modify the water consumption pattern.

1.1. Advertising and Consumption

Advertising has a very strong influence on determining an appropriate consumption pattern
among consumers. Various types of advertising, such as television (TV) and radio advertising, city
buses and billboards advertising, and internet advertising, attack us every day. The media, especially
television, have vast capabilities and abilities for training at all levels and fields, and its educational
function includes all forms and media materials. What needs to be emphasized in the field of media
education is to equip the audience with tools for the understanding and processing of messages
and media information [15]. One of the suitable ways to change people’s habits in modifying the
consumption pattern is an advertisement (ADVT).

Communication with existing and potential consumers is critical to any organization and business
entity that seeks to succeed in attracting and changing consumer attitudes [16]. Although advertising
as an effective strategic communication program cannot guarantee success, it certainly increases the
chance of it. Therefore, advertising should be considered as an essential tool to maintain an impact
on consumer behavior, since it has been already proven that most people only pay attention to the
materials and consequences, which are indicated in the media.

1.2. Decision-Making Techniques

In recent years, the use of decision-making techniques has been enhanced to solve complex
problems in which there are several quantitative and qualitative criteria. Overall, most of the criteria
conflict with each other [17]. For this reason, several methods have been developed called Multi-Criteria
Decision-Making (MCDM) that help to solve these problems [18]. The MCDMs have various techniques
in different decision-making stages. In these methods, based on mathematical reasoning, several
alternatives are compared based on several different criteria; the best alternative or arrangement
of the appropriate alternatives is chosen [19]. Various methods of MCDM are proposed to solve
decision problems [20–22]. Different techniques originating from MCDM include Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) [23], Technique for Order Preference by Simulation of Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [24,25],
ELimination and Choice Expressing REality (ELECTRE) [26], Analytic Network Process (ANP) [27,28],
Vise Kriterijumska Optimizacija I Kompromisno Resenje (VIKOR) [29], and the Preference Ranking
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Organisation MeTHod for Enrichment Evaluations (PROMETHEE) [30]. Hence, using these methods
will help researchers to create and improve the results of scientific research in many fields, including
social sciences, medicine, engineering, computer science, and information management [31–33].

AHP [22,34] presents a MCDM method for solving problems with prioritization. AHP uses
objective mathematics to process individual or group preferences in decision-making [35]. AHP is
one of the most well-known MCDM techniques. The AHP method is based on paired comparisons
that can be used when decision-making practice comes with several alternatives and quantitative and
qualitative criteria [22,34]. Classical method of MCDM such as AHP cannot function effectively in
dealing with information containing uncertainty.

The VIKOR method is developed by Opricovic and Tzeng (2004) to solve MCDM problems with
conflicting and uncertain criteria [36,37]. The VIKOR as the appropriate compromised ranking method
uses a simple computation procedure to determine the closest ideal solution among the alternatives
for all criteria in a complex multi-criteria system optimization [36]. This method concentrates on
ranking and selecting from a set of other alternatives in the presence of conflicting criteria, and on
proposing a compromise solution [38]. Compromise solution is a feasible solution for all decision
makers that are closest to the ideal solution [38]. Using such a compromise solution, VIKOR introduces
the multi-criteria ranking indices to evaluate the maximum ‘group utility of the majority’ and the
minimum ‘individual regret of the opponent’ [39]. The fuzzy VIKOR method is presented by Opricovic
and Tzeng (2007) as a fuzzy MCDM method in order to enhance the performance of method and solve
a multi-criteria problem with conflicting criteria under an uncertain environment [38,39].

However, in this study, due to the dependence of decision-making issues on different quantitative
and qualitative criteria and the existence of uncertainty in opinions, decision-making is often a complex
task. Hence, to overcome the ambiguity and uncertainty in decisions, in this study, the proposed
method combined with fuzzy logic. Therefore, the fuzzy AHP and fuzzy VIKOR employed in this
paper are based on Trapezoidal fuzzy sets to prevent uncertainty in assessing linguistic variables.
Trapezoidal fuzzy sets are among the simplest methods for processing of the data [40]. This fuzzy set
is widely used to express the importance of criteria according to linguistic expressions [41].

1.3. Literature Review

1.3.1. Previous Studies Related to the Effective Criteria of Water Consumption

Identifying the effective criteria of water consumption and consumer behavior to manage water
resources in a region is critical. In the following, some similar activities that were carried out in different
parts of the world were mentioned. Popkin et al. (2005) investigated water use and food consumption
patterns among adults during the years 1999–2001. They examined the sociological characteristics of
food and water consumption patterns using a multinomial logit analysis [42]. Keshavarzi et al. (2006)
investigated the relationship between water use, rural households’ activities, and factors affecting water
consumption using a simple random sampling method between 1999–2004 [43]. Jones et al. (2007)
described patterns for drinking water consumption in British Columbia, Canada. They examined the
relationship between water use patterns with various demographic factors and digestive diseases [44].
Harlan et al. (2009) examined in a household social survey the individual water consumption for
24 months of individually metered water usage records for single-family houses. They determined
water consumption is affected by income, household amenities, or attitudes toward community and
the environment mediate [45]. Islam et al. (2011) investigated water supply scarcity and water
consumption behavior in two southwestern coastal districts of Bangladesh based on a simple random
sampling technique. They used a survey from 750 rural households in 39 villages of southwest coastal
regions of Bangladesh [46]. Shan et al. (2015) determined the behavior of household water consumption
to address the amount of water usage within the home in the European Union (EU) using a survey in
Greece and Poland. The results including an analysis of three main elements related to the behavior
of household water consumers are as follows: (i) End-use behaviors; (ii) sociological features and
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property characteristics; and (iii) psychological structures such as attitudes and beliefs [47]. In another
study, Wright et al. (2018) informed people about the use of urban freshwater and identified the factors
associated with water in the Inuit community. The categorized data from 2012 to 2014 was used in
this study. To collect data, various variables related to water awareness were utilized by analyzing
the Principal component analysis (PCA), and logistic regression was used to identify the variables
related to water consumption patterns. In this study, women consumed drinking water more than
men, and the average amount of water consumed per-day was 1 liter. The results of this study may
indicate drinking water interventions, risk assessment, and public health messages in other native
communities [48].

1.3.2. Previous Studies Related to Advertising and Consumer Behavior

The following is a brief summary of several studies on the role of advertising in water consumer
behavior. Breuer et al. (2011) analyzed the long-term effects of different types of online advertising
channels. They found advertising by email; banner and price comparison advertising have the longest
effect, respectively. They also realized that the length of the effectiveness does not always match its
intensity [49]. In another study, Hsieh et al. (2011) concentrated on the different influences of the
information types on the internet advertising attention of the viewers [50]. Amoateng and Poku (2012)
examined the impact of advertising on alcohol consumption, employing regression analysis. They
assessed the nature of advertisements for alcoholic drinks to determine the factors affecting the use of
alcoholic beverages as well as the relationship between advertisements and consumers. They found
that people with a younger age group were more affected by advertising [51]. Srikanth et al. (2013)
presented a conceptual framework for analyzing the impact of advertising on consumers using
celebrities in India. They also believe that the advertisements advertised by celebrities are more
appealing than other advertisements [52]. Ramkumar et al. (2014), in a real-life case study, identified
26 driving criteria and analyzed six major dimensions to manage sustainable purchasing programs
using a hybrid MCDM model based on ANP and Liberatore score [53]. Nomura and Mitsukura
(2015) investigated the effects of Electroencephalogram (EEG)-based television advertising. The results
showed that there was a strong correlation between excitement and consumers’ stress as they were
watching commercials on popular TV channels, with words that could be remembered even after one
month [54]. Gilbert et al. (2017), in a randomized study, examined the impact of food advertisements
on children. They found that children used some food from the advertisements that were recently
broadcast than older advertisements [55]. Wang et al. (2018) investigated the impact of healthy eating
advertising on demand for healthy and unhealthy foods. The results indicated a distinction between
consumers in terms of weight in the understanding of the effects of the advertising content on food
and beverage demand. Among overweight people, anti-obesity advertising was more effective than an
advertisement for reducing the demand for unhealthy food [56].

1.3.3. Background of the Studies Related to the Proposed Method

Numerous studies have been conducted to improve the AHP method and solve the uncertainty
problems based on fuzzy sets. Van Laarhoven and Pedrycz (1983) performed the first study based on
fuzzy sets that led to the integration of the AHP method with fuzzy logic [57]. Afterward, Buckley
(1985) used trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to expand the AHP method. Moreover, he used the geometric
mean method to determine the final weight of the fuzzy matrix for each alternative [58]. Chang (1996)
developed the AHP method and solved the uncertainty problems based on fuzzy sets [59]. In another
study, Cheng (1997) presented a new algorithm for naval tactical missile systems to be evaluated with
AHP, where by calculating the final weights based on the entropy method, a systematic and practical
program was presented for missile systems [60]. Deng (1999) introduced a fuzzy approach to handle
the problems of MCDM methods in a simple way [61]. Csutora and Buckley (2001) presented a new
method of finding fuzzy weights as direct fuzzification [62]. Wang and Chin (2006) presented a method
to normalize fuzzy weights, and the final weight of a fuzzy comparison matrix was obtained using the
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AHP method [63]. In recent years, Fuzzy AHP decision-making methods have been considered by
researchers in different fields of decision science [64–66].

In the literature, some researchers have improved the VIKOR method: Liou et al. (2010) applied
the VIKOR method for improving the quality of domestic airlines’ service [67]. Sanayei et al. (2010)
used the VIKOR method to choose the best supplier in fuzzy sets [68]. Ying-yu and De-jian (2011)
extended the VIKOR method for decision making problems with ratings of alternatives [69]. Tiwari et
al. (2016) developed a modified VIKOR method with interval numbers to identify the best product
design concept by considering cost and benefit characteristics of design criteria [70]. Opricovic (2011)
applied fuzzy VIKOR for water resources, planning to development of a reservoir system for the Mlava
River and to validate the fuzzy VIKOR procedure with the real world application [39]. Yücenur and
Demirel (2012) extended VIKOR method based on a group decision-making process for an insurance
company selection problem in Turkey under fuzzy environment [36]. Shemshadi et al. (2011) used
fuzzy VIKOR based on entropy measure for the supplier selection process, and they obtained the
decision makers’ opinions in the form of linguistic terms, and then the linguistic terms were converted
into trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, and the entropy concept was used for assigning the weights of the
criteria [71]. Wang and Chang (2005) utilized fuzzy VIKOR as a resolution to deal with group MCDM
problems [72]. Chang and Hsu (2009) adopted the VIKOR method for prioritizing land-use restraint
strategies in the Tseng-Wen reservoir watershed [73]. San Cristóbal (2011) utilized the VIKOR method
to choose a renewable energy project in Spain [74]. Kavita (2011) extended the VIKOR method in a
fuzzy environment for robot selection [75]. Hence, VIKOR has been widely used in various areas of
decision-making because of its unique superiority.

Moreover, many studies have made use of the combination of AHP and VIKOR. For example,
Kaya and Kahraman (2010) used an integrated fuzzy VIKOR and AHP methodology for multi-criteria
renewable energy planning in Istanbul [76]. Zhu et al. (2015) applied an integrated AHP and VIKOR
for design concept evaluation based on rough numbers, to deal with ambiguity in decision-making.
They conducted AHP to determine the weight of each evaluation criterion, and then used the VIKOR to
evaluate the design concept alternatives [77]. In another study, Singh et al. (2015) applied a hierarchal
MCDM method by combining AHP and VIKOR methods under interval-valued fuzzy environment to
deal with sustainability strategy selection problems in manufacturing organizations [78]. Rezaie et
al. (2014) proposed an intelligent MCDM approach to evaluate the performance of Iranian cement
firms using an integrated fuzzy AHP–VIKOR method [79]. Kaya and Kahraman (2011) made the
forestry decision making based on an integrated VIKOR and AHP approach [80]. Zamani et al. (2014)
proposed a hybrid method by combining AHP and VIKOR under fuzzy environment for contractor
selection [81]. Pourebrahim et al. (2014) applied an integrated VIKOR-Fuzzy AHP method to make a
selection among criteria and alternatives for conservation development in a coastal area of Khuzestan
district in Iran. In their study, they used Fuzzy AHP to determine the weights of the criteria, and then,
VIKOR was adopted to find the importance of each criterion and determine a priority assessment
for conservation among different locations [82]. Fu et al. (2014) used fuzzy AHP and VIKOR for
benchmarking analysis in the hotel industry. During the procedure, the fuzzy AHP was applied to
calculate the weights of the individual performance criteria. Then, the VIKOR technique was used
to analyze the strategies [83]. In another paper, Mohaghar et al. (2012) introduce a combined Fuzzy
AHP and VIKOR approach for selecting a marketing strategy. In this integrated approach, Fuzzy
AHP is used to determine the fuzzy weights of criteria and sub-criteria, and VIKOR also aimed to
rank strategies with respect to the sub-criteria [84]. Awasthi et al. (2018) used an integrated fuzzy
AHP-VIKOR approach-based framework for sustainable global supplier selection. They applied fuzzy
AHP to generate criteria weights for sustainable global supplier selection, and used fuzzy VIKOR to
rank supplier performances [85].
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1.4. Outline of the Current Study

In the present study, a combination of Fuzzy AHP and fuzzy VIKOR methods based on trapezoidal
fuzzy sets was applied to perform a multi-criteria solution among four alternatives for investigating
the role of advertising in modifying the water consumption pattern, such as the use of animation in
television advertising, advertising by celebrities, and advertising in social networks. In this paper, the
integrated method mainly contains two parts: First, using fuzzy AHP for the weighting of criteria,
then using the Fuzzy VIKOR for a priority assessment of different advertising types with respect to all
the criteria.

The knowledge of how water is currently used and the identification of factors affecting consumers’
behavior have become very important in managing drinking water resources [43]. Hence, water
resources management with the help of reforming the consumption pattern and examining consumers’
behavior is among the most critical issues in Iran that needs further work to tackle such a crisis. On the
other hand, according to the previous studies on the effectiveness of advertising, there is a discussion
gap between examining the role of different types of advertising with respect to modifying the pattern
of water consumption. Nevertheless, due to the high importance of water resources management, to
our knowledge, only a few studies have been conducted to address this issue by modifying the water
consumption pattern. Moreover, uncertainty about the effectiveness of advertising on water consumer
behavior and the fact that the fuzzy VIKOR has never been used in the field of the water consumption
pattern issue raised the motivation for conducting this research. Therefore, this study aims to reduce
this gap using a group decision-making approach by utilization of different people’s opinions.

In addition, the present research is a qualitative approach, and applied research that has been
conducted in a survey method. The information was collected using a questionnaire, which was based
on the research objectives. Therefore, using the fuzzy evaluation of values in the trapezoidal fuzzy
number framework, the importance of qualitative criteria and identifying the most effective alternative
for modifying consumption patterns can be calculated. The main questions of this study include
examining the research hypotheses “there is an association between assumptions and modifying the
pattern of consumption”, the role of each criterion in modifying the pattern of consumption, the
nature of the advertising types in changing the behavior of consumers, and finding the most effective
advertising method, as well, which tried to be answered. The overall structure of this paper is as
follows: In Section 2, the materials and methods of the research are discussed. In Section 3, the analysis
of the obtained results from the proposed method are discussed, Section 4 is discussion, and lastly, in
Section 5, the conclusion of the research is presented.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

Iran is located in Southwest Asia between 25◦ and 40◦ north latitudes and 44◦ and 63◦ east
longitudes. This country is characterized by an arid and semi-arid climate, with an area of about
1,648,000 square kilometers [11]. Generally, the extensive latitude of the country and high elevation
difference due to the high mountains (the Alborz Mountains in the north and the Zagros range in
the west and south) and numerous low lying areas in the vicinity of the Persian Gulf, Oman Sea,
and the Caspian Sea have led to different climatic conditions from arid to humid across the whole
country [86]. Although the long-term average precipitation in Iran is about 250 mm/yr [11], these
various climates have caused the variable spatial and temporal distribution of precipitation in the
country. The statistical population of the present study is the household population of 15 cities applying
for the implementation of the plan based on the 2011 census in Iran [87]. Figure 1 shows the dispersion
of cities in the statistical population.
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2.2. Questionnaire Design Method

To answer the issue raised in this study, by study literature and holding numerous meetings with
experts in this field, several criteria were considered for each assumption. Finally, 24 main criteria and
8 sub-criteria were selected for inclusion in a questionnaire. Referring to Table 1, this questionnaire
has five dimensions used to design it from different theories (planting, highlighting, social learning,
culture, and learning theory); in Table 2, the number of criteria related to each dimension is presented.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate the role of advertising on modifying the pattern of
water consumption (advertising using animation, celebrities, advertising in social networks).
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Table 1. The Effective criteria for modification of water consumption.

Criteria Description Criteria Description

C1
Persistence in the mind of
promotional animations C17

Submitting social networking ADVTs to
friends and acquaintances

C2
The magnetism of playing animations

in mass media C18
Watching more advertising usage

through social networks

C3
Simple communication with animated
ADVTs. Optimal water consumption C19

The great influence of organizing
various media competitions

on audiences

C4
Learn the proper use of water with TV

animation ADVTs C20

Promoting effective celebration of
special events such as world water day

by the mass media
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Table 1. Cont.

Criteria Description Criteria Description

C5
The longevity of most of the spread

animated ADVTs C21
Transfer appropriate feedback by seeing

ADVTs in mass media

C6
Use fantasy characters in
promotional animations C22

Effect of subtitling slogans on
modifying the pattern of water

consumption in the mass media, on
the audience

C7
The presence of famous characters in

media advertising C23
Creating thinking in the audience by

broadcasting ADVTs from mass media

C8
Advertising attraction with the presence

of famous audience musicians C24

Impressing the audience by playing a
real documentary to promote an

optimal water consumption pattern

C9
The impact of athletes’

recommendations on the audience SC1
Avoid waste of water while brushing

and using sanitary toilets

C10
The emphasis of actors on saving water

consumption in media advertising SC2
No necessity to wash vehicles with

drinkable water

C11
The Impact of famous characters in

mass media advertising SC3
Changing the valve due to the

valves broken

C12

Better message delivery to the audience
with the presence of famous artists

in advertising
SC4

Not- opening the treated tap water
often for bathing

C13
Viewing ADVTs on social networks is

more than other media SC5
Do not use amusements and toys that

work with water

C14
View ADVTs on friends and

acquaintances’ social personal accounts SC6

Do not use water to clean the yard and
roof and use alternative methods such

as vacuuming

C15

The popularity of advertising
campaigns in social networks and their

participation in them
SC7

Stopping the main water split in case of
fracture in the pipe

C16
Receive short promotional slogans

through social networks SC8

Preferring the maintenance of plants
that require less water, however, is not

very nice

Table 2. The criteria numbers for each dimension.

Criteria Related Factors Dimension

Criteria

C1–C6 Advertising using animation
C7–C12 Advertising using celebrities
C13–C18 Advertisement on social networks

C19–C24
Advertising without celebrities,

animation

Sub-criteria SC1–SC8
Water consumption pattern

modification

2.3. Theories Used to Design a Questionnaire

The highlighting method in mass media can influence the public [88,89]. Highlighting is the idea
that the media provide news and topics which the public thinks about. Therefore, the television as a
media, according to its educational function about modification of the water consumption pattern and
appropriate training in its programs, can attract the attention of the audience to this issue.

In the theory of planting, TV is a creator and reflects the ideas, values, and beliefs that affect the
institutional needs of the environment. TV also encourages people to pay attention to content that
is likely to confirm earlier beliefs and ideas [90,91]. Based on the theory of social learning, people
learn from observing others’ actions and their consequences, and in this kind of learning, direct
experience is not necessary. On the other hand, a person may not show the learned manner at the
same time in his/her behavior. As occurrence of any observed behavior requires sufficient conditions
and motivation, in this case, the rewards and incentives are effective in creating the background and
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motivation [92,93]. According to this theory, people can be guided by attractive symbols to save water.
The social perspective theory discusses media impact on the culture and values of societies, especially
children, adolescents, and young people, and how they are understood.

Based on the theory of learning, the persuasion message is persuasive when it is learned and
accepted by the recipient. The method of learning consists of four stages, which are mentioned as i-iv.
According to them, a compelling message is when it is convincing to reward the recipient at each of
the following psychological steps: (i) The message must attract the attention of the receiver; (ii) the
message’s reasoning must be understood; (iii) the message recipient must learn the message arguments
and accept them as the truth; (iv) we will act by these learning and beliefs that have an incentive to
do so [94]. According to this theory, it is possible to avoid water loss using correct reasoning and
motivations to save consumption patterns.

2.4. Scoring Method

A questionnaire was designed to analyze the results by the fuzzy AHP-VIKOR method to achieve
the importance of alternatives and criteria to each other. In this research, 5630 questionnaires were
distributed and analyzed. In each questionnaire, the responses of individuals to the impact of each
criterion on the main alternatives based on the Saaty scale [95] is presented in the framework of fuzzy
trapezoidal sets (see Appendix A) [96].

In addition, to increase the accuracy of the criteria evaluation in the questionnaire, the
decision-making committees should determine the scores for assessing the importance of each
criterion and sub-criteria. This is divided into five levels of very weak, weak, moderate, good, and
very good in the form of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers (see Appendix A) [97,98].

2.5. Alternatives and Assumptions of the Questionnaire

The media can attract the attention of the audience due to its educational work on modifying the
pattern of water consumption through appropriate training in its programs [99]. In the community for
modifying the water consumption pattern, people who are more exposed to these programs are more
effective than those who have not seen such plans.

In this research, we have tried to modify the pattern of water consumption among consumers
by relying on the role of the mass media. In addition, a questionnaire assumes there is a relationship
between each of the advertisements using animation, advertising using celebrities, advertising in social
networks, and advertising without using celebrities, animation, and social networks, by modifying
consumption patterns.

2.5.1. Advertising Using Animation

Animation is one of the alternatives, including the art of making animated and dynamic images
using a computer and dynamic software that is one of the subsets of computer graphics and animation.
The use of animation and visual attraction in educational and promotional messages as one of the
educational methods [100] can be effective in promoting the culture of optimal water consumption in
different classes of the society, especially for children and adolescents.

2.5.2. Advertising Using Celebrities

Celebrity advertising is a form of advertising that is used by famous and successful people
in a community to send a message to the audience [52]. During recent years, using celebrities
to verify and advertise the products and services on TV, radio, billboards, and magazines have
been raised [101]. The dimensions and characteristics of well-known endorsers, such as apparent
attractiveness, trustworthiness, and expertise on consumer attitudes toward advertising have a positive
and significant impact. Today, using celebrities in advertising is due to their role as an example of
mental leaders and audiences’ opinions. These individuals, in the form of a reference group, can guide
the tendencies and preferences of consumers towards a specific product or brand [102]. In general,
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advertisers believe the adverts advertised by celebrities are more appealing and respectful than those
made by non-celebrities [52].

2.5.3. Advertising on Social Networks

The effectiveness of modifying the water consumption pattern in the community, regardless
of the impact of using social networks, is not possible. Internet-based social networks have gained
popularity among young people [103]. Although social networks are places to find new friends,
simultaneously, they are places to exchange views in which young people share their ideas and
opinions [104]. Moreover, the social networks can be used at many individual and social levels to
identify issues and determine their solution, and establish social relationships and policy towards
achieving goals [105–108].

2.5.4. Advertising Without the use of Celebrities, Animation, and Social Networks

The effectiveness of modifying water consumption pattern in the community, regardless of the
impact of using animation, social networks, and famous personalities, also known as conceptual
advertising [109], mostly depends on the level of education [110].

2.6. Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers

A trapezoidal fuzzy number is usually used to express an understanding of a function of
alternatives relative to each of the criteria in a group decision [111]. In fact, a triangular fuzzy number
is a special type of a trapezoidal fuzzy number, so that the two values of fuzzy sets are the same, the
trapezoidal fuzzy number becomes a triangular fuzzy number. Hence, a trapezoidal fuzzy number can
cope with more general conditions [111]. A trapezoidal fuzzy number is introduced in Appendix A.

2.7. The Fuzzy AHP-VIKOR Calculation Process

In this study, after determining the evaluation criteria and alternatives, the Fuzzy AHP-VIKOR
method is proposed in this section to aggregate decision-makers’ opinions, obtain the weights of
the criteria, and evaluate the alternatives’ ranking. The importance weight of each criterion can be
obtained by fuzzy AHP based on experts’ experiences or by using pairwise comparisons of criteria.
Then, fuzzy VIKOR method is obtained to evaluate the alternatives ranking as a compromise solution.
Fuzzy AHP and Fuzzy VIKOR are described below.

2.7.1. Fuzzy AHP to determine weight of criteria

In this paper, AHP method is used to aggregate individual opinions and compute the importance
weight of each criterion. The procedure of the Fuzzy AHP is described in Appendix B.

2.7.2. Fuzzy VIKOR to evaluate the alternative ranking

The methodology of applying Fuzzy VIKOR for alternative selection is presented in the
following subsections:

Expert opinions converted to fuzzy sets for evaluating the alternatives in relation to each criterion.
Then, the decision-making opinions are evaluated to get aggregated fuzzy values xij for n alternatives
with respect to m criteria of k decision-makers using Equation (1) [112].

x̃i j =
1
k

{
x̃1

i j ⊕ x̃2
i j ⊕ · · · ⊕ x̃k

i j

}
i={1,2,...,m}, j={1,2,...,n}

(1)

Where x̃i j is the value of alternative Ai with respect to Cj.
Then, fuzzy decision matrix of alternatives in respect to criteria for kth decision-makers is calculated

as D̃ = [x̃mn] and i = {1, 2, . . . ,m}, j = {1, 2, . . . ,n}, respectively [66].
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In next stage, in order to have comparable criteria, the fuzzy decision matrix is normalized as
follows, where B and C are the set of positive and negative criteria, respectively [71].

ui j =

xi j1

x+i j4

,
xi j2

x+i j4

,
xi j3

x+i j4

,
xi j4

x+i j4

, C j ∈ B (2)

ui j =

xi j1

x−i j1
,

xi j2

x−i j1
,

xi j3

x−i j1
,

xi j4

x−i j1

, C j ∈ C (3)

x+i j4 = max
i

{
xi j4

}
C j ∈ B (4)

x−i j1 = max
i

{
xi j1

}
C j ∈ C (5)

The fuzzy decision matrix and fuzzy importance weight of each criterion is defuzzified using
Equation (6) [71].

De f uzz( fi j) =

∫
µ(x).xdx∫
µ(x).dx

=

∫ xij2
xij1

( x−xij1
xij2−xij1

)
·xdx+

∫ xij3
xij2

xdx+
∫ xij4

xij3

( xij4−x
xij4−xij3

)
·xdx∫ xij2

xij1

( x−xij1
xij2−xij1

)
·dx+

∫ xij3
xij2

dx+
∫ xij4

xij3

( x−xij1
xij2−xij1

)
·dx

=
−xi j1xi j2+xi j3xi j4+

1
3 (xi j4−xi j3)

2
−

1
3 (xi j2−xi j1)

2

−xi j1−xi j2+xi j3+xi j4

(6)

The VIKOR method was developed based on Lp-metric as an aggregation function [113,114].

Lpi =

 n∑
j=1

[
w j( f ∗j − fi j)/( f ∗ − f−j )

]p


1/p

1 ≤ p ≤ +∞; i = 1, 2, . . .m.

(7)

where Lpi is considered as an aggregating function; fij is the evaluation value of criterion j for alternative
i; f ∗j and f−j are the best and worst value of criterion j, respectively; wj is the weight of criterion j; m is
the number of criteria; n is the number of alternatives; p denotes the weight of the maximal deviation
from the ideal solution.

Therefore, the best and the worst value of defuzzified values of alternatives with respect to each
criterion are determined using Equations (8) and (9).

f+j = max
j

fi j (8)

f−j = min
j

fi j (9)

In VIKOR method The Utility (Sj), Regret (Rj), and VIKOR indices (Qj) for {j = 1, 2 . . . m} are
calculated in order to rank the alternatives using Equations (10)–(12) [66].

S j =
n∑

i=1

w j( f+i − fi j)

( f+i − f−i )
(10)

R j = max
i

w j( f+i − fi j)

( f+i − f−i )

 (11)

Q j =
w j(Si − S∗)

(S− − S∗)
+

v j(Ri −R∗)

(R− −R∗)
(12)
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Where wj is the importance weight of j criterion, and S∗ = minSi, S− = maxSi, R∗ = minRi, and
R− = maxRi.v is the weight for decision making alternative of “the majority of the criteria” [66], and
1− v is the weight of individual regret v ∈ [1, 0], usually v = 0.5 [77].

In the final step, the ranking of the alternatives is sorted by using each Sj, Rj, and Qi in ascending
order. The alternative with the smallest VIKOR value is specified to be the best solution. The
highest-ranked alternative (A1) based on VIKOR values in ascending order is the compromise solution
if the following two conditions are satisfied.

C1. Acceptable advantage:

Q(A2) −Q(A1) ≥
1

(m− 1)
(13)

where A2 is the second preference in the alternative ranking, and m is the number of alternatives,
which in this study is 4.

C2. Acceptable stability in decision-making:
Alternative A1 also must be ranked best through Si and Ri.
If one of the conditions is not satisfied, a set of compromise solutions is proposed, including:

• Alternatives A1 and A2 if only the C2 condition is not satisfied.
• Alternatives A1, A2 . . . Am if the C1 condition is not satisfied; then, Am is determined using

equation Q(A m) −Q(A 1) < 1
m−1 for the maximum m.

The framework of the proposed method is shown in Figure 2.
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2.8. Fuzzy Evaluation Technique

Based on the trapezoidal fuzzy number evaluation and the fuzzy weight vector, the fuzzy
evaluation of the criteria values is calculated as follows [98]:

(a) Formation of fuzzy evaluation matrix

The evaluation of the relative values of criterion j ( f̃ j) is based on the choices of decision-makers
from Equation (14):

f̃ j =
1
k
( f̃ 1

j + f̃ 2
j + . . . f̃ k

j ) (14)
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In which f̃ k
j = (l, m, n, s) is a fuzzy number that implies the evaluation of criterion j based on the

decision maker K (DK) 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then the fuzzy evaluation matrix can be obtained from Equation (15):

F̃ =
[

f̃1 f̃2 . . . f̃n
]

(15)

(b) Calculate the fuzzy evaluation vector

Based on the wj weights and the fuzzy evaluation matrix F̃, the fuzzy evaluation vector Z̃ is
obtained as Equation (15):

Z̃ = ((w̃1 ⊗ f̃1) ⊕ (w̃2 ⊗ f̃2) ⊕ (w̃3 ⊗ f̃3) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (w̃ j ⊗ f̃ j))φ(w̃1

⊕w̃2 ⊕ w̃3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ w̃ j)
(16)

3. Applying the Proposed Method

The importance weight of quantitative and qualitative criteria and identifying the most effective
alternative for modifying consumption pattern are calculated using the AHP-VIKOR model based on
the fuzzy evaluation of values in the trapezoidal fuzzy number framework. The main questions of
this study include examining the research hypotheses “there is an association between assumptions
and modifying the pattern of consumption”, the role of each criterion in modifying the pattern of
consumption, the nature of the advertising types in changing the behavior of consumers, and finding
the most effective advertising method, as well, which tried to be answered.

Application of the Proposed Method

First, all the criteria and alternatives are taken into account by the hierarchical decision tree (see
Figure 3).Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 14 of 33 
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In the next step, the responses of the questioners are converted into fuzzy comparisons based on
fuzzy scales to compare their relative importance concerning other criteria, and then the linguistic
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variables to are used compare the relative importance of the criteria. These linguistic variables are
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Linguistic variables based on nine-point scale on fuzzy trapezoidal numbers [96].

Linguistic Variables Trapezoidal Fuzzy Numbers Relative Importance Scale

Equal importance (1, 1, 1, 1) 1
Weakly important (2,5/2,7/2,4) 3

important (4,9/2,11/2,6) 5
Strongly important (6,13/2,15/2,8) 7

Absolutely important (8,17/2,9,9) 9
– (x-1, x-1/2, x+1/2, x+1) )2, 4, 6, 8( intermediate scales

Then, to assess the fuzzy set values for each criterion and alternatives with respect to criteria, the
linguistic variables can be expressed by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Linguistic statements and fuzzy scales for criteria and alternatives [97].

Fuzzy Scale for
Alternatives

Linguistic Statements
for Alternatives Fuzzy Scale for Criteria Linguistic Statements

for Criteria

(0, 0, 0.1, 0.2) Very Low (0, 1, 2, 3) Very Weak
(0.1, 0.25, 0.25, 0.4) Low (1, 2, 3, 4) Weak

(0.3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.7) Moderate (3, 4, 5, 6) Moderate
(0.6, 0.75, 0.75, 0.9) High (5, 6, 7, 8) Good

(0.8, 0.9, 1, 1) Very High (7, 8, 9, 10) Very Good

The value of the C.I is calculated for the matrices, where their numbers are randomly chosen and
have been named as the value of R.I. The amount of R.I of matrices is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. The value of the random index, (R.I) of matrices.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

R.I 0 0 0.58 0.9 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45

If the Consistency rate is 0.1 or less, it indicates the consistency of the comparisons and the validity
of the respondents is confirmed.

In the next stage, according to the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers that indicate each of the linguistic
variables and their mathematical operations (Equations A1–A6), the pairwise comparison matrix of the
alternatives and criteria related to each alternative are presented in Tables 6–10 and Sub-criteria in
Table 11 by using Equations (A8–A10).

Table 6. Pairwise comparison matrix of alternatives (Ai).

Ai
Fuzzy AHP Proposed Method

A B C D A B C D

A 1 2 3 5 1, 1, 1, 1 1, 1, 3/2, 2 2, 5/2, 7/2, 4 4, 9/2, 11/2, 6

B 0.5 1 3 5 1/2, 2/3, 1, 1 1, 1, 1, 1 2, 5/2, 7/2, 4 4, 9/2, 11/2, 6

C 0.333 0.333 1 3 1/4, 2/7, 2/5, 1/2 1/4, 2/7, 2/5, 1/2 1, 1, 1, 1 2,5/2,7/2,4

D 0.2 0.2 0.33 1 1/6,2/11,2/9,1/4 1/6, 2/11, 2/9, 1/4 1/4, 2/7, 2/5, 1/2 1, 1, 1, 1
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Table 7. The paired comparison matrix of C1-C6 in relation to alternative A.

Criteria
Criteria

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6

C1 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C2 0.16,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C3 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C4 0.16,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C5 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.16 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.16 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C6 0.25,0.28,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.28,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.28,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

CR = 0.0305

Table 8. The paired comparison matrix of C7-C12 in relation to alternative B.

Criteria
Criteria

C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 C12

C7 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00

C8 0.16,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C9 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C10 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.16 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C11 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C12 0.16,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

CR = 0.0543
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Table 9. The paired comparison matrix of C13-C18 in relation to alternative C.

Criteria
Criteria

C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18

C13 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C14 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C15 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

C16 0.25,0.28,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00

C17 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00

C18 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.16 0.11,0.11,0.12,0.12 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

CR = 0.0815

Table 10. The paired comparison matrix of C19-C24 in relation to alternative D.

Criteria
Criteria

C19 C20 C21 C22 C23 C24

C19 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C20 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C21 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C22 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C23 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

C24 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

CR = 0.0302
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Table 11. The pairwise comparison matrix of sub-criteria SC1-SC8 in relation to all alternatives.

Sub-Criteria
Sub-Criteria

SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 SC6 SC7 SC8

SC1 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

SC2 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

SC3 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.28,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 8.00,8.50,9.00,9.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00

SC4 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.11,0.11,0.118,0.12 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00 6.00,6.50,7.50,8.00

SC5 0.11,0.11,0.12,0.12 0.11,0.11,0.118,0.12 0.11,0.11,0.118,0.12 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

SC6 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.11,0.11,0.12,0.12 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 0.25,0.27,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 4.00,4.50,5.50,6.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

SC7 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.11,0.11,0.118,0.12 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.25,0.29,0.400,0.50 0.17,0.18,0.22,0.25 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 2.00,2.50,3.50,4.00

SC8 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.12,0.13,0.15,0.17 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 0.25,0.29,0.40,0.50 1.00,1.00,1.00,1.00

CR = 0.0417
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Then, based on the decision committee opinions, the initial evaluation data for the sub-criteria are
summarized in Table 12.

Table 12. Summary of the initial data evaluation for criteria and sub-criteria.

Criteria Very Weak Weak Moderate Good Very Good

C1 260 * 835 1169 2616 979
C2 289 851 1143 2670 901
C3 325 779 1089 2690 970
C4 384 826 1075 2656 913
C5 376 860 1196 2540 879
C6 366 739 1106 2631 1008
C7 313 801 1179 2554 1004
C8 395 860 1155 2516 924
C9 371 887 1262 2421 910
C10 358 900 1338 2316 938
C11 399 828 1305 2377 941
C12 345 824 1181 2565 935
C13 403 869 1281 2422 875
C14 507 887 1216 2397 843
C15 357 902 1307 2402 882
C16 306 869 1239 2464 972
C17 334 876 1263 2419 958
C18 471 940 1143 2477 821
C19 315 738 1344 2451 1003
C20 386 847 1109 2588 921
C21 265 868 987 2769 962
C22 368 760 1231 2536 956
C23 313 803 1154 2597 984
C24 380 749 1036 2647 1039

Sub-Criteria

SC1 365 728 1074 2392 1292
SC2 358 779 1126 2318 1269
SC3 305 705 1047 2469 1325
SC4 439 961 1047 2379 1027
SC5 482 864 1235 2320 952
SC6 333 806 1165 2469 1080
SC7 356 817 1047 2507 1126
SC8 308 789 1102 2432 1222

* The number of decision makers who consider the same value for the sub-criteria.

Before calculating the weights, the consistency of pairwise comparison matrices is examined
using the Equations (A11–A13). All comparison matrices are compatible, due to the computational
limitations, the consistency checking processes are not shown in the paper, and only the final results
are shown in Tables 6–11. Based on the results of the pairwise comparison matrices obtained from
Tables 6–11, the weight of the criteria and alternatives can be calculated using Equations (A15 and
A16). The results of the calculations are shown in Tables 13 and 14.
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Table 13. The weight of criteria and sub-criteria.

Alternative Criteria
Proposed Method Fuzzy AHP

Fuzzy Weight Vector Defuzzy Weight Weight

A

C1 0.1590,0.1630,0.1710,0.1753 0.167 0.163
C2 0.1587,0.1627,0.1708,0.1750 0.165 0.155
C3 0.1590,0.1630,0.1710,0.1752 0.169 0.167
C4 0.1585,0.1625,0.1705,0.1747 0.166 0.173
C5 0.1582,0.1621,0.1702,0.1745 0.159 0.153
C6 0.1590,0.1630,0.1709,0.1751 0.164 0.161

B

C7 0.1593,0.1633,0.1713,0.1756 0.167 0.161
C8 0.1586,0.1626,0.1707,0.1750 0.166 0.145
C9 0.1584,0.1624,0.1705,0.1748 0.165 0.166
C10 0.1583,0.1624,0.1705,0.1748 0.167 0.151
C11 0.1585,0.1625,0.1705,0.1748 0.166 0.151
C12 0.1589,0.1629,0.1710,0.1753 0.168 0.160

C

C13 0.1585,0.1626,0.1708,0.1751 0.167 0.157
C14 0.1581,0.1621,0.1702,0.1746 0.165 0.165
C15 0.1586,0.1626,0.1709,0.1752 0.168 0.165
C16 0.1592,0.1633,0.1714,0.1758 0.167 0.156
C17 0.1590,0.1630,0.1712,0.1755 0.172 0.165
C18 0.1581,0.1622,0.1703,0.1747 0.166 0.162

D

C19 0.1588,0.1627,0.1707,0.1749 0.166 0.162
C20 0.1584,0.1623,0.1703,0.1745 0.166 0.154
C21 0.1591,0.1631,0.1710,0.1753 0.167 0.162
C22 0.1586,0.1625,0.1705,0.1747 0.166 0.169
C23 0.1589,0.1628,0.1708,0.1750 0.167 0.157
C24 0.1591,0.1630,0.1709,0.1750 0.167 0.165

Sub-criteria

SC1 0.1120,0.1141,0.1181,0.1201 0.139 0.141
SC2 0.118,0.1139,0.1180,0.1199 0.139 0.132
SC3 0.0943,0.0952,0.0972,0.0982 0.140 0.126
SC4 0.0938,0.0948,0.0968,0.0979 0.125 0.122
SC5 0.0938,0.0947,0.0968,0.0978 0.119 0.098
SC6 0.0940,0.0950,0.0970,0.0981 0.113 0.103
SC7 0.0941,0.0950,0.0970,0.0981 0.120 0.104
SC8 0.0942,0.0951,0.0971,0.0982 0.106 0.097

Table 14. The weight of alternatives.

Alternative
Proposed Method Fuzzy AHP

Fuzzy Weight Vector Defuzzy Weights Weights

A 0.1586,0.1625,0.1705,0.1747 0.161 0.146
B 0.1492,0.1551,0.1626,0.1753 0.153 0.155
C 0.1396,0.1427,0.1490,0.1523 0.147 0.143
D 0.1397,0.1428,0.1489,0.1522 0.141 0.139

It should be noted that during the final weighting of the alternatives, as well as calculating the
weights of the effective measures on each of the alternatives, the weight of the sub-criteria of the
SC1-SC8 water pattern modification should be considered for the final weighing of the alternatives.
Thus, in Table 14, for calculating the weight of alternatives, the combined effect of effective measures
on each alternative and the standard weight of consumption pattern correction criteria has been used.
To calculate the normalized weight of alternatives and criteria, fuzzy weight vectors are converted to
defuzzy numbers based on Equation (A7). The defuzzy weight values of each criterion are shown in
Tables 13 and 14.
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In the next stage, expert opinions converted to fuzzy sets for evaluating the alternatives in relation
to each criterion using Table 4. Then, decision-making opinions are evaluated to get aggregated fuzzy
values using Equation (1) that are shown is Table 15.

Table 15. The aggregated fuzzy score of alternatives.

Alternative Criteria Aggregated Fuzzy Value

A

C1 0.226, 0.358, 0.379, 0.524
C2 0.231, 0.365, 0.385, 0.530
C3 0.226, 0.358, 0.380, 0.523
C4 0.238, 0.370, 0.392, 0.534
C5 0.244, 0.379, 0.400, 0.543
C6 0.228, 0.358, 0.382, 0.523

B

C7 0.229, 0.361, 0.383, 0.527
C8 0.244, 0.377, 0.400, 0.542
C9 0.248, 0.382, 0.404, 0.547

C10 0.249, 0.384, 0.406, 0.550
C11 0.247, 0.381, 0.404, 0.546
C12 0.236, 0.369, 0.391, 0.534

C

C13 0.251, 0.386, 0.408, 0.551
C14 0.264, 0.398, 0.421, 0.561
C15 0.249, 0.385, 0.406, 0.551
C16 0.237, 0.370, 0.392, 0.536
C17 0.242, 0.375, 0.397, 0.541
C18 0.262, 0.396, 0.418, 0.559

D

C19 0.230, 0.363, 0.385, 0.530
C20 0.241, 0.373, 0.396, 0.537
C21 0.223, 0.355, 0.376, 0.519
C22 0.235, 0.368, 0.390, 0.533
C23 0.229, 0.361, 0.383, 0.526
C24 0.227, 0.356, 0.380, 0.521

Fuzzy decision matrix of alternatives in respect to criteria is calculated using Equation (A8) [66].
Then, the fuzzy decision matrix is normalized using Equations (2–5) [71]. The normalized values are
shown in Table 16.

Table 16. Normalized decision matrix.

Alternative Criteria uij Defuzzy Value

A

C1 0.390, 0.635, 0.706, 1.00 0.668
C2 0.395, 0.641, 0.710, 1.00 0.677
C3 0.393, 0.637, 0.709, 1.00 0.677
C4 0.404, 0.645, 0.717, 1.00 0.677
C5 0.408, 0.649, 0.719, 1.00 0.677
C6 0.395, 0.637, 0.712, 1.00 0.672

B

C7 0.370, 0.606, 0.675, 1.00 0.702
C8 0.384, 0.616, 0.685, 1.00 0.709
C9 0.385, 0.617, 0.684, 1.00 0.700

C10 0.386, 0.617, 0.684, 1.00 0.694
C11 0.385, 0.616, 0.685, 1.00 0.697
C12 0.376, 0.611, 0.679, 1.00 0.708

C

C13 0.418, 0.657, 0.724, 1.00 0.686
C14 0.430, 0.664, 0.734, 1.00 0.689
C15 0.415, 0.655, 0.722, 1.00 0.688
C16 0.405, 0.646, 0.715, 1.00 0.694
C17 0.409, 0.649, 0.718, 1.00 0.697
C18 0.429, 0.664, 0.732, 1.00 0.689
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Table 16. Cont.

Alternative Criteria uij Defuzzy Value

D

C19 0.398, 0.642, 0.711, 1.00 0.690
C20 0.411, 0.652, 0.720, 1.00 0.698
C21 0.395, 0.641, 0.708, 1.00 0.689
C22 0.404, 0.647, 0.716, 1.00 0.694
C23 0.399, 0.643, 0.712, 1.00 0.691
C24 0.400, 0.642, 0.715, 1.00 0.692

In the following, the fuzzy decision matrix and fuzzy importance weight of each criterion are
defuzzified using Equation (6) [71]. Defuzzified values are shown in Table 16.

The best and the worst value of defuzzified values of alternatives with respect to each criterion
are determined using Equations (8 and 9), and the values are shown in Table 17.

Table 17. The best and worst values of alternative ranking with respect to all criteria.

Alternative A B C D

Best value (f*) 0.677 0.709 0.697 0.698
Worst value (f -) 0.668 0.694 0.686 0.689

Next, the Utility (Sj), Regret (Rj), and VIKOR indices (Qj) are calculated using Equations (10–12) [66].
The calculated values are shown in Table 18.

Table 18. The values of Si, Ri, and VIKOR index for all alternatives.

Alternative A B C D

Si 0.252 0.430 0.512 0.535
Ri 0.085 0.120 0.125 0.146

Q (v = 0.5) 0.00 1.180 1.431 2.00

In the final step, the ranking of the alternatives is sorted by using each Sj, Rj, and Qi in ascending
order, as shown in Table 19. The alternative A with the smallest Qi value is specified to be the
best solution.

Table 19. Ranking of the alternatives by VIKOR indices in ascending order.

Alternative Si Ri Q (v = 0.5)

A 1 1 1
B 2 2 2
C 3 3 3
D 4 4 4

In this study, both the conditions are fulfilled hence; one of the alternatives with the least VIKOR
index is able to be selected as the best alternative. Additionally, it can be seen from the results, in the
value range of [0–1], the score of zero represents the most favorable value for a parameter. However,
based on the Qi index value, the ranking of the alternatives in ascending order was determined as
A, B, C, and D, respectively. Therefore, the A alternative is achieved as the closet alternative to the
ideal solution.

In the next section, to obtain the fuzzy evaluation vector, a five-point scale from very high to
very low is used for fuzzy evaluation values of decision-makers’ opinions related to alternatives and
criteria based on trapezoidal fuzzy number. The evaluation vectors are calculated based on the initial
evaluation results in Table 12, the fuzzy weight vector (Tables 13 and 14), and using Equation (14)
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for each of the criteria and sub-criteria ( f̃ j). Then, with the help of the evaluation vectors, the fuzzy
evaluation is calculated according to Equation (15). In addition, to obtain the final vector value, the
fuzzy evaluation vectors in different hierarchical structures are calculated using Equation (16). The
results of the calculations of the fuzzy evaluation vectors are shown in Tables 20 and 21.

Table 20. Calculation of fuzzy evaluation vector for criteria and sub-criteria.

Alternative Criteria The Fuzzy Evaluation Vectors Rating Defuzzy Value

A

C1 4.14, 5.14, 6.14, 7.14 M,G* 5.643
C2 4.08, 5.08, 6.08, 7.08 M,G 5.589
C3 4.14, 5.14, 6.15, 7.14 M,G 5.649
C4 4.05, 5.05, 6.05, 7.05 M,G 5.552
C5 3.98, 4.98, 5.98, 6.98 M,G 5.482
C6 4.14, 5.14, 6.14, 7.14 M,G 5.648

B

C7 4.12, 5.12, 6.12, 7.12 M,G 5.625
C8 3.99, 4.99, 5.99, 6.99 M,G 5.495
C9 3.95, 4.95, 5.95, 6.95 M,G 5.456
C10 3.94, 4.94, 5.94, 6.94 M,G 5.442
C11 3.96, 4.96, 5.96, 6.96 M,G 5.468
C12 4.05, 5.05, 6.05, 7.05 M,G 5.558

C

C13 3.92, 4.92, 5.92, 6.92 M,G 5.423
C14 3.83, 4.83, 5.83, 6.83 M,G 5.333
C15 3.93, 4.93, 5.93, 6.93 M,G 5.433
C16 4.05, 5.05, 6.05, 7.05 M,G 5.553
C17 4.01, 5.01, 6.01, 7.01 M,G 5.511
C18 3.845,4.845,5.845,6.845 M,G 5.345

D

C19 4.11, 5.11, 6.11, 7.11 M,G 5.610
C20 4.02, 5.02, 6.02, 7.02 M,G 5.527
C21 4.17, 5.17, 6.17, 7.17 M,G 5.672
C22 4.07, 5.07, 6.07, 7.07 M,G 5.572
C23 4.12, 5.12, 6.12, 7.12 M,G 5.625
C24 4.16, 5.16, 6.16, 7.16 M,G 5.664

Sub-Criteria

SC1 4.26, 5.26, 6.26, 7.26 M,G 5.765
SC2 4.21, 5.21, 6.21, 7.21 M,G 5.710
SC3 4.35, 5.35, 6.35, 7.35 M,G 5.852
SC4 3.96, 4.96, 5.96, 6.96 M,G 5.461
SC5 3.90, 4.90, 5.90, 6.90 M,G 5.401
SC6 4.13, 5.13, 6.13, 7.13 M,G 5.636
SC7 4.16, 5.16, 6.16, 7.16 M,G 5.665
SC8 4.23, 5.23, 6.23, 7.23 M,G 5.639

* (M, G): denotes between moderate and good.

Table 21. Calculation of Fuzzy Evaluation Vector for Alternatives.

Alternative The Fuzzy Evaluation Vectors Rating Defuzzy Value

A 4.13, 4.50, 4.88, 5.25 M,G * 4.70
B 4.13, 4.50, 4.88, 5.25 M,G 4.69
C 4.12, 4.50, 4.87, 5.25 M,G 4.68
D 4.11, 4.48, 4.86, 5.23 M,G 4.67

* (M, G): denotes between moderate and good.

4. Analysis of the Obtained Results

The Evaluation of the proper procedure on the role of advertising in modifying water consumption
patterns is complicated, and it demonstrated a conflict in decision making due to the existence of
diverse criteria and several groups of stakeholders with their own priorities. Therefore, it is not easy
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to recognize an appropriate alternative for decision-makers in order to achieve the optimum one.
Based on these problems, fuzzy logic is considered to be an efficient approach to difficult evaluations.
According to Tables 20 and 21, the role of mass media on water pattern modification can be analyzed.
Membership functions of trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are displayed in 5 levels based on the linguistic
variables in Figure 4. In this figure, VP = Very Poor, P = Poor, M = Moderate, G = Good, VG = Very
Good, and x-axis shows fuzzy value of each level, and y-Axis shows fuzzy membership function of
them, which varies from 0 to 1. Based on the fuzzy evaluation results of the alternative values, the
advertising using animation (alternative A) with a membership function in a good and moderate
range and the defuzzy value 4.7 has the most critical role in the mass media on modifying the water
consumption pattern. Therefore, the results show that there is a positive and significant relationship
between advertising using animation and consumption pattern modification; it means that advertising
will improve the pattern of water consumption in these cities by increasing advertisement through
animation. Additionally, by calculating the weight of each criterion in Table 13, it was determined that
among the effective criteria on the advertising using animation, C3 and C1 criteria with the weights of
0.169 and 0.167 are considered as the most important criteria for choosing alternative A as the preferred
alternative, respectively.
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According to the defuzzy weight values of proposed method (Table 13) and the fuzzy evaluations
vector (Table 20), it has been determined that among all sub-criteria, SC3, SC1, and SC2 are considered as
the most effective ones during the design, respectively. Based on Tables 20 and 21, the advertisement
without animation and celebrities (alternative D) with the value 4.67 is considered as the least effective
alternative. In addition, the defuzzy evaluation results of criteria are presented in Figure 5. As shown
in this Figure, the C14 and C18 criteria with the values 5.33 and 5.34 are identified as the least important
criteria, respectively. Furthermore, among the calculated defuzzy values, the C21 criterion with the
defuzzy value 6.67 plays an important role to determine the best alternative among all mentioned
advertising types on improving the water consumption behavior. Also, among other criteria C24 (6.66),
C6 (6.65), C3 (6.65), and C1 (6.64) are ranked next, respectively.
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5. Discussion

In the fuzzy AHP method, the pairwise comparison values for calculating the weight of each
criterion and alternative using the 9-point Saaty scale [96] that are shown in Table 3. After forming the
decision matrices and examining the consistency of those ones, the weight values of each criterion and
alternatives were calculated. The results of the importance weight of each criterion and alternatives
are presented in Tables 13 and 14. The comparison between the proposed method and the fuzzy AHP
method [59] revealed that there is a contradiction between the results of the alternative prioritization
in two methods.

In the presented method in this study, the alternative ranking is A> B> C> D. Whereas, Fuzzy
AHP prioritization is B> A> C> D, and the alternative of advertising with celebrities was introduced
as a first priority in reducing water consumption among water consumers.

From these prioritizations, it can be deduced that the fuzzy AHP method is a very useful approach
that allows decision-makers to use their judgments about the preference of an alternative and the
relative importance of different criteria by using pairwise comparisons and linguistic variables.

However, this method has limited capabilities for evaluating different criteria and alternatives.
As the number of options and criteria increases, the AHP method requires complex calculations and
the process becomes cumbersome [82]. Therefore, the results of this method will be less accurate.
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Hence, in this study, by applying a fuzzy evaluation method on different criteria and alternatives
using a 5-point scale [96], it was found that the results obtained in selecting the ideal solution are
consistent with the results of the proposed method.

Therefore, using the fuzzy AHP-VIKOR method is used to find the best alternative among the
various types of advertisements to reduce the water consumption pattern.

Moreover, in the proposed method, the weight of the criteria is obtained from the trapezoidal fuzzy
number, so that the proposed method gives a more reasonable description of the decision process and
reflects more human thinking. For fuzzy AHP, when calculating criteria weights, although linguistic
variables are adopted in pairwise comparisons, exact values are used to indicate pairwise comparisons,
and the results of the weight are usually presented accurately, which cannot be considered as an
advantage of using fuzzy theory [96]. In addition, the proposed method not only can determine the
importance weight of different criteria, but also determines the ranking of alternatives in regard to
each criterion. On the other hand, since the value of v plays an important role in the ranking of
alternatives [66], a sensitivity analysis was performed to measure the effects of different maximum
utility value (v) in the final ranking on the four considered alternatives. The result of the sensitivity
analysis is shown in Table 22.

Table 22. Ranking of the alternatives for different value of (v).

Ai
Q

(v = 0.1)
Q

(v = 0.2)
Q

(v = 0.3)
Q

(v = 0.4)
Q

(v = 0.5)
Q

(v = 0.6)
Q

(v = 0.7)
Q

(v = 0.8)
Q

(v = 0.9)
Q

(v = 1.0) Rank Qi

A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1
B 0.70 0.82 0.94 1.06 1.18 1.30 1.42 1.54 1.66 1.78 2
C 0.80 0.96 1.12 1.27 1.43 1.59 1.74 1.90 2.06 2.21 3
D 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00 4

In this analysis, by changing the v value from 0.1 to 1.0, the validation of the prioritization results
in the proposed method is performed. According to the results of the sensitivity analysis, it was found
that the rankings of the alternatives in all the modes were the same as the original rankings, and while
changing the value of v as the ”majority of criteria”, the position of alternatives in new rankings is
stable [77,78].

In addition, based on table x, it is illustrated that in all the states of the values of v, alternative A
has the lowest Qi value of all alternatives. Therefore, based on the aforementioned results, it has been
demonstrated that alternative A with the maximum priority is the closest solution to the ideal one.
Thus, it is clear from all interpretations that the proposed fuzzy AHP-VIKOR method will be a reliable
method of solving complex decision problems.

6. Conclusions

Improving the water consumption pattern through institutionalizing the sustainable way to use
the precious vital water resource of the country can contribute to improving living standards and
reducing costs. The purpose of this study is to investigate the role of different advertising types
in modifying the water consumption pattern and consumer behavior of 15 cities located in Iran by
utilizing an integrated Fuzzy AHP-VIKOR method. The proposed method is based on a group decision
of consumer opinion according to trapezoidal fuzzy numbers to eliminate the level of uncertainty in
the data, in which the fuzzy AHP method is used to determine the importance weight of effective
criteria. Then, the Fuzzy VIKOR applied to assessment the alternatives priorities. In this method,
ADVTs extensions using animation, celebrities, ADVTs on social networks, ADVTs without the use of
animation, celebrities, and social networks were discussed as four alternatives for modifying the pattern
of water consumption. A total of 24 main criteria and 8 sub-criteria proposed in the questionnaire
were considered in the methods of modifying the water consumption pattern. A fuzzy evaluation
technique was established to evaluate the ranking reliability of the proposed method. The results of the
fuzzy AHP-VIKOR method showed that the vast majority of respondents considered the advertising
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as ineffective without using animation, celebrities, and social networks (alternative D). In other words,
the effectiveness of the advertising increased by using animations, and yielded significant changes in
the consumers’ behavior and the improvement of the water consumption pattern. Finally, the results
of the comparison between the method used with the fuzzy AHP method show not only the efficacy
and reliability of the applied method, but also in some ways is superior to the fuzzy AHP method.
Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is proposed to check the validity of the ranking of the alternatives,
which indicates the high effectiveness and reliability of the method.
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Appendix A

Some basic definitions and operations of fuzzy sets are summarized in this section.
The fuzzy membership function µm is obtained from the following Equation A1 [111]:

µm(x) =


x−a
b−a (a ≤ x ≤ b

1 (b ≤ x ≤ c)
d−x
d−c (c ≤ x ≤ d)

(A1)

In which [a, b] are the values of the intermediate distance of the fuzzy number m̃, a and b are the
lower and upper limits of the trapezoidal fuzzy number, respectively. It is assumed that Ã and B̃
are two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers that are defined as (a1, a2, a3, a4) and (b1, b2, b3, b4). Then, the
algebraic calculations of these two trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are calculated as follows Equations
(A2)–(A6) [111]:

Ã⊕ B̃ = (a1, a2, a3, a4) ⊕ (b1, b2, b3, b4) = (a1 + b1, a2 + b2, a3 + b3, a4 + b4) (A2)

Ã− B̃ = (a1, a2, a3, a4) − (b1, b2, b3, b4) = (a1 − b1, a2 − b2, a3 − b3, a4 − b4) (A3)

Ã⊗ B̃ = (a1, a2, a3, a4) ⊗ (b1, b2, b3, b4) = (a1b1, a2b2, a3b3, a4b4) (A4)

kÃ = (ka1, ka2, ka3, ka4) (A5)

Ã−1 = (
1
a4

,
1
a3

,
1
a2

,
1
a1
) (A6)

To convert a trapezoidal fuzzy number to defuzzy values, it is necessary to have a defuzzification
action. It is assumed that Ã = (a, b, c, d) is a trapezoidal fuzzy number. Thus, the exact amount of this
fuzzy number is obtained by the following Equation (A7) [115].

N =
(b− c)

2
+ [(d− c) − (b− a)] +

(a + 2b + 2c + d)
6

(A7)

where N is the determined value of the trapezoidal fuzzy number.

Appendix B

Fuzzy AHP to determine weight of criteria:
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In this paper, AHP method is used to aggregate individual opinions and compute importance weight
of each criterion. The procedure of the Fuzzy AHP is described as follows:

Forming the hierarchical decision tree:

In this step, the hierarchy decision structure is drawn using the target level criterion and alternative.

Formation of a pairwise comparison matrix:

The fuzzy AHP method is often used to represent pairwise comparison matrix values of the Saaty
scale [96] based on trapezoidal numbers (see Table 3).

The matrix X̃ is based on a pairwise comparison of criteria and is by Equation (A8).

X̃ =


x̃11 x̃12 · · · x̃1n
x̃21 x̃22 · · · x̃2n

...
... · · ·

...
x̃n1 x̃n2 x̃nn

 (A8)

where xij is the paired comparison of the ith criterion relative to the jth criterion. If the paired comparison
of criterion i is equal to j, then this value can be equal to the inverse of xi j

−1, which is shown in
Equations (A9 and A10).

x̃i j = (li j, mi j, ni j, si j) (A9)

x̃i j = (x̃i j)
−1 = (s−1

i j , n−1
i j , m−1

i j , l−1
i j ) (A10)

Calculating data Consistency

Inconsistency ratio of hierarchy process is a mechanism through which the validity of
decision-makers’ response to the questioner is evaluated with paired comparisons. Any error
and inconsistency in comparison of determination of alternatives’ importance and criteria will disrupt
the outputs.

Before calculating the weight of the criteria, the inconsistency of the pairwise comparison matrices
should be checked. The interested readers are referring to Appendix A for more details regarding how
to achieve the inconsistency of the comparison matrix. Based on Equation (A7) (Appendix A), the
fuzzy values should be converted to defuzzy values, and then this defuzzy matrix of criteria is given
as X = [xij], i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , m.

Hence, the comparison of the inconsistency rate of a comparison matrix X is calculated as follows:
First, the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix according to the following Equation (A11) is

obtained [116]:
Xw = λmaxw (A11)

where w is the weight vector of the comparison matrix.
Based on the following Equations (A12) and (A13), the consistency ratio (C.R) is calculated by

dividing the consistency index (C.I) on the random index (R.I):

C.R = C.I/R.I (A12)

C.I = (λmax − n)/(n− 1) (A13)

Determining the initial data evaluation for decision elements:

Each member in the decision committee should assign the evaluation score for each criterion
and sub-criterion.

Calculation of the weight vector:
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Based on the pairwise comparison matrix X̃, the aggregated fuzzy weight of criteria can be
calculated with Equations (A14–A16) [98]:

α =
n∑

j=1
α j, α j =

 n∏
j=1

li j

1/n

β =
n∑

j=1
β j, β j =

 n∏
j=1

mi j

1/n

γ =
n∑

j=1
γ j, γ j =

 n∏
j=1

ni j

1/n

δ =
n∑

j=1
δ j, δ j =

 n∏
j=1

si j

1/n

(A14)

Then the weights can be calculated with the Equation (A15),

w̃ j = (α jδ
−1, β jγ

−1,γ jβ
−1, δ jα

−1) , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . n} (A15)

The fuzzy weight vector is also obtained in the form of Equation (A16),

W̃ = [w̃1, w̃2, . . . , w̃n] (A16)
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